Richmond, Northmoor and Westwood Academies
Our Approach to Remote Learning: 2020-21
Our vision is that The Harmony Trust will be known for best practice in educational excellence. We have a strong moral purpose to
do what is best for children and families which underpins our ethos. We aim to raise aspirations and attainment of all children,
developing pupils with high self-esteem and responsibility. The Trust is committed to the delivery of high quality education delivered
by excellent staff, in a caring, supportive, learning environment.
As we adapt to the challenges placed upon us by Covid19, we have worked to develop a strategy around delivering our vision whether
pupils are in school or having to work remotely due to self-isolation and bubble closures. Our aim is to continue to maximise the use of
technology to close attainment gaps and ensure that all children achieve their maximum potential.
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)

The intention of our Remote Learning strategy is to ensure that pupils receive a high quality educational experience if
they are unable to attend school. We aim to develop a remote education that is integral to curriculum planning. The
protocols around reverting to remote learning will be clearly understood by all stakeholders. Pupils will be confident in
accessing learning activities set by their class teachers which will aligned to the core in-school curriculum.

This strategy will be implemented via a tiered approach which outlines teaching strategies, targeted academic
support and wider strategies based on research conducted by the EEF. These can be found on page 13 of this
document. Careful auditing of pupil access to working devices and internet connections will continue to ensure
inclusion for all.

The impact of this policy will be measured by careful monitoring of engagement with tasks set, ongoing teacher
assessments and pupil progress meetings and regular, scheduled reviews of this policy. Pupil, staff and parent voice will
also provide useful insight into the impact of this strategy and will support leaders in their evaluation and development
planning
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Aims:
 Remote learning activities will be engaging, varied and accessible to all pupils regardless of ability.
 The ethos around high expectations for all and quality first teaching balanced with positive relationships between our academies
and the families they serve will drive the Remote Learning Strategy.
 Where individual pupils or whole classes are required to self-isolate, this should not be at a further detriment to their education.
 Remote learning activities will be in line with in-school offer
 Remote learning needs to be integrated into the curriculum so that pupils can switch from school-based learning to home
learning. Programmes such as Purple Mash will be integrated into in-school lessons so that pupils are confident in the
functionality of such programmes and can revert to accessing the learning content set by teachers seamlessly.
 The use of technology will be maximised – both in and out of school with remote learning platforms used to deliver homework
(regardless of pupils being in school or self-isolating).
 All pupils will have appropriate access to working devices and adequate internet access.
 All staff will receive relevant training to upskill practitioners to deliver remote learning content
 Safeguarding of pupils, families and staff is paramount. Staff and pupils will receive regular guidance and support around
keeping safe online.

Underpinning this strategy will be the continued awareness of our school communities and the circumstances of
the families we serve. We will always remain mindful of the hardships many of our families have experienced –
and are still experiencing – as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The principles behind this policy will be applied
accordingly, in a thoughtful, considered and measured manner.
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Context:
 Oldham is still an area of high infection and risk with enhanced local restrictions. As a result, attendance rates are below national
average and there are higher than average bubble closures. More pupils will need to access their education from home. Up to date
information about infection rates can be viewed here: https://www.schoolcovidmap.org.uk/
 Self-isolation and bubble closures are likely to continue in the medium term. The Prime Minister recently suggested current
measures until Spring 2021.
 The Department for Education has added the challenge that children need to be able to access the curriculum they would be
receiving if it was not for the enforced interruptions to ‘normal’ education. This is challenging for primary aged pupils and in
particular those in the Early Years Foundation Stage, those with EAL or SEND and those pupils who are newly arrived in the UK.
 The majority of pupils have not attended school for approximately six months, early assessment information shows that most have
retained their prior learning but have not continue to make expected progress.
 Whereas Remote Learning will never be a substitute to face to face classroom experiences, this specialised provision needs to be
maximised for it to have the greatest possible impact.
 Access to devices and broadband within the home remains a challenge for many pupils. Where there are devices this is only one
tablet between 3 or 4 children.
 Families continue to feel the ‘strain’ of Covid 19 which includes job insecurity, financial pressure, lack of outdoor activity, inability to
rely on extended family for support, lack of usual support groups and networks particularly in relation to mental health.
 The government has launched the ‘Coronavirus Catch Up Premium’ this equates to £80 per pupil. School leaders need to consider
how this will be best spent to accelerate pupil progress and close gaps quickly.
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
What the research tells us:
 School closures are likely to reverse progress made to narrow the gap in previous years
 Disadvantaged pupils will have been disproportionately negatively affected by the
school closures
 Effective remote learning will mitigate the extent to which the gap widens
 It is unlikely that a single ‘catch-up’ strategy will be effective
 Supporting pupils to work independently can improve outcomes (links to metacognition
and MPTA scaffolding framework)
 Different approaches to remote learning suit different tasks and content
 ‘Best evidence on supporting students to learn remotely’ Education Endowment Foundation, April
2020. https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/covid-19-resources/best-evidence-onsupporting-students-to-learn-remotely/
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
What have we learned so far? Remote learning Summer 2020
As a result of effective collaboration across the 3 academies and with the Harmony Trust more widely, monitoring showed that
engagement with some element of home learning (or access to school provision) rose from ~35% to 90% between April and July.
Factors influencing this increase included:
 Acquisition and distribution of devices
 Contact with vulnerable families to persuade them to utilise the in-school provision
 The creation of paper-based home learning packs which were available for collection on given dates
Example data:
Snapshot of
engagement on
24/6/20 (not
cumulative)

Northmoor
539
Richmond
448
Westwood
217

No engagement
with online home
learning

Opted to take
paper-based
home learning
packs*

Attended
provision **(Key
workers/
Vulnerable
pupils)

Accessed any
of the learning
offer during
lockdown
(PM/HLP/Prov)

11%

29%

21%

8%

81%

42%

30%

4%

43%

8%

96%

71%

18%

6%

66%

7%

94%

Regular
engagement with
online learning

Infrequent
engagement with
online home
learning

42%

*Some pupils completed paper-based learning packs AND engaged with online content
**Some pupils attended provision AND engaged with online content
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Through analysis and reflection, leaders concluded that definite lessons could be learned from what was found to work effectively and
acknowledgement of the barriers and challenges academies faced during the initial national school closure period.
What worked well?

What were the barriers and challenges facing academies?

 Having strong relationships as a
firm foundation for any contact
made during school closure
 Regular contact with families –
especially by class teacher. (NB:
if the contact was perceived by
families to be too frequent, this,
on occasion, caused frustration)
 Prompt feedback from class
teachers to completed tasks
resulted in greater engagement
 Collaboration with other
academies and DFE to source
extra devices
 The involvement of the family
support team

 Lack of time to prepare from when the closures were announced to when remote learning was required
 In the first instance, lots of online resources were being made available at a rapid pace. There was little
time to review/quality control what parents and pupils were being directed to
 Pupil access to devices. Siblings were regularly sharing one device – often a mobile phone to engage with
tasks.
 Internet connection – families often relying on a mobile phone data.
 Financial considerations – where parents were furloughed or lost jobs, decisions had to be made about
maintaining internet contracts versus paying for food and other bills
 Language barriers when making contact
 Families returning to their ‘home countries’
 Differentiation of activities – especially access for pupils with SEND
 Appropriate resources for EYFS
 Systems/infrastructure needed to be created ‘as we went along’ – devising spreadsheets and logs to
monitor contact and engagement
 Access to technical support if there were any issues with devices
 The initial workload in configuring any new devices and installing all relevant software before they were
issued to pupils
 Parental scepticism around online learning – many preferring ‘pencil and paper’ packs
 Parental education level – poor literacy skills (academic and digital) often prevented parents being able to
support their children in completing the tasks
 The lack of availability of ‘supplementary’ resources in homes – few books, toys, art materials, scissors,
paper, pencils – to enhance any remote learning experience
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Resources currently available to support the Remote Learning Strategy
We have a wide range of platforms available for home learning which are as follows:















Purple Mash
Accelerated Reader (Reading quizzes)
Myon (Online reading books linked to Accelerated Reader quizzes)
Spag.com
ORT online books/Oxford Owl/RWI Spelling
Times Tables Rockstars
Oak Academy/BBC Bitesize
Video links to Music Sessions from Oldham Music Service
PE and Dance with Miss Dunn
Drama with Mrs Bamber YouTube Channel
Cosmic Kids (Yoga channel)
EYFS @ Northmoor YouTube Channel
PhonicsPlay
Teach Your Monster To Read (phonics element has free access)

Resources we will consider as part of our longer term strategy
 Microsoft Teams
 Spelling Shed
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Remote learning: making the best use of teaching assistants
The following strategies were suggested by our TAs through consultation about how they can:
a) support pupils and the class teacher who are at home whilst they themselves are still in school, and
b) support pupils and the class teacher whilst having to self-isolate/work from home themselves due to bubble closures/track and
trace contact:
o After receiving relevant training on Purple Mash, TAs can support teachers in allocating activities, monitoring engagement,
marking and giving feedback
o Recording themselves reading books/chapters for children to access.
o Phonics videos
o Making welfare phone calls
o Contacting children via email with Purple Mash
o TAs can monitor and set ‘battles’ on TT Rockstars
o Taking part in TT Rockstars challenges with pupils
o Finding resources for the following week’s learning
o Being available for given time slots for ‘live’ Q&A sessions with pupils via email on Purple Mash
o Can children record themselves reading at home and email videos to staff?
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Our Approach to Remote Learning (2020-21)
Remote Learning: What are our Teachers telling us about the remote learning experience?
Advantages
Concerns
 Many children are developing a love for online learning
 Access – number of digital devices per household,
reliability of devices and no tech support for them, some
 More children are becoming independent in their learning
Parents work from home and devices needed
because they are experiencing success in the classroom
 Access – match to need INA/SEND, differentiation
 Children are learning to apply their learning online
 Access - Microsoft apps – word in particular
 Children are becoming responsible for and have ownership
of their learning
 Workload - Time to monitor emails
 Opportunity to research based learning tasks
 Workload – Takes longer while learning new skills
 Children say they feel connected to school and their peers,
 Motivating a few children, sustaining an interest
this reduces isolation when self-isolating
 Parental support and subject knowledge, online safety
 Challenging the notion of learning only takes place in
awareness is limited
school
 Mental health and isolated children, Screen time – blue
 The activities are fun and engaging which can be matched
light and sleep
to pupil need
 Early Years – dependant on parents to log in
 Using technology reduces paper use
 Many children need rapid development of IT skills e.g.
need to type 2do tasks
 We have seen examples of positive parental engagement
 Evidence that children are self-scaffolding
 Self-selecting - Tasks they can do rather than those they
can’t
 Can see an improvement in digital literacy
 Some Purple Mash resources have limited functionality
 Emails have improved communication
 Immediate feedback means children are proactive – they
want to beat the score
 We are prepare children for the future – they will need to
be skilled in working online
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The Role of Safeguarding within the Remote Learning Strategy
 We recognise that remote learning means more pupils online and therefore increased exposure. Online Safety and Keeping
Children Safe will be of paramount importance. We will do all that we can to mitigate this risk including teaching children about
how to conduct themselves while online. This will include but not be limited to protecting usernames and passwords, chatroom
access, the time of day that work is being completed. Children will also be taught how and when to organise their day and selfstudy tips.
 We will ensure that all our practice considers the relevant statutory guidance including but not limited to KCSIE 2020, GDPR
Policy, The Harmony Trust Code of Conduct, Online Safety Policy, Use of Social Media Policy and The academy handbooks.
 ‘The Harmony Trust Safeguarding Covid 19 Appendix’ and the ‘Monitoring Vulnerable Pupils Guidance for Principals’ sets out
clearly the way in which we will ensure that all our duties are met in relation to safeguarding all pupils.
Communication of the Remote Learning Strategy
 The key points from the Remote Learning Strategy will be shared with Parents through the academy websites and email.
 In the event of any bubble closures, this information will be reissued via email.
 Expectations around engagement with the Remote Learning Strategy will be agreed by the exchanging of a Remote Learning
Home-School Contract which outlines what:
o School will…
o Parents will...
o Pupils will…
 Further communication will be made via weekly welfare phone calls (in the case of a bubble closure by the class teacher, in the
case of individuals/groups by a member of the leadership team )
 Parents will be signposted to resources such as Google Translate when appropriate
 The strategy will be shared with and reviewed by staff during INSET sessions and unit meetings
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Tiered Approach for enhancing Remote Learning (EEF Model):
1) Teaching
•Teachers have a baseline assessment of the
pupils in their class and have identified any gaps
•In the short term, planning has been focussed
around the key objectives linked to these gaps.
Resources such as the Juniper materials have
supported teachers to plan for this.

•Homework is now set on Purple Mash to
further immerse pupils in the programme and
familiarise them with the functionality
•Weekly 'short input videos' will be shared via
Purple Mash for children who are self-isolating
(Regular INSET scheduled). These will be
aligned to the learning focus for that class/year
group.

•Teachers will match learning to pupil need as
far as reasonably possible through
differentiation and expected outcome
•Further online learning platforms have been
launched (myon reading) or relaunched
(TTRockstars) and are being monitored by
subject leaders
•In Pre School and Nursery weekly videos of
suggested activities are sent home. (Academies
have their own YouTube Channel). Purple Mash
is also used to set 2Do's that link with learning
in class that week.
•In Reception a video is sent home each week of
the Focus book in English. Purple mash is used
to set 2 Do's that link to the English, Maths and
Foundation learning for that week.

2) Targeted academic support
Tasks will be appropriately differentiated to
take the needs of individuals and groups into
account
•Functionality within TTRockstars to set specific
multiplication practice for key groups will be
used.
•'Short input videos' will address common
misconceptions
•Vulnerable learners will receive more frequent
contact to check on well-being and learning
progress
•TAs will be given the appropriate training to
enable them to support class teachers with the
setting of tasks and sharing short input videos
•INA Pupils will receive an introduction to Purple
Mash as part of their induction Programme. The
INA team will develop short 'How to...' videos,
short stories and links to online language
programmes.
•All pupils will be provided with a Remote
Learning Stationery Pack which includes an
exercise book, pencil, ruler, coloured pencils,
rubber, sharpener and a dice, alongside a leaflet
explaining how simple household objects can be
used as informal learning resources (i.e. pasta,
coins, junk mail)

3) Wider strategies
Staff will be encouraged to share videos of class
novels being read or age-appropriate key texts
•The Family Support team will continue to
monitor and support vulnerable families
•The IT team will support with ensuring pupils
have access to suitable devices at home
•Access to remote learning will be closely
monitored by SLT and any follow-up actions will
be implemented promptly
•INA pupils will have access to Colourful
Semantics Learning Packs with QR codes to
support videos.
•Online Safety will be supported by links to
videos while at home, Online Safety week will
raise the profile .
•Explicit links will be made to the Harmony
Pledge so that children know how they are
becoming Expert Learners and developing their
metacognition skills.
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Approach and expectations:
Data from initial baseline assessments from September 2020 shows that, as anticipated, reading must remain our highest priority. We know that
attainment in reading is a key indicator for success in other curriculum areas and for later life.
For all classes/year groups where no pupils are
absent due to self isolation:
(Some pupils maybe absent due to other common
childhood illnesses)
•Teachers should upload one short input video per
week for maths or English.
•This should link to planned work for that week. For
maths, it might be a worked example of a calculation
for English, it might be a word/sentence level
activity linking to the current class focus.
•Teachers should make use of existing resources
wherever possible - serial mash, Oak Academy, BBC
Bitesize and YouTube
•The video could be used for pre/post tutoring
sessions with the class teacher or TA and/or to
complete as a homework task.
•Pupils will become more familiar with accessing and
responding to the emails after seeing this process
modelled in class.
•Homework will be set through Purple Mash.
•A weekly Reading Comprehension task will be set as
homework (on Purple Mash)
•To further supplement this package, class teachers
and/or support staff might upload a reading of a
book or chapter.

For classes/year groups where individuals/groups
are self isolating and not attending school:

For classes/year groups where all pupils are self
isolating due to a bubble closure:

•Teachers should upload one short input video per
week for maths and English.
•This should link to planned work for that week. For
maths, it might be a worked example of a calculation
for English, it might be a word/sentence level
activity linking to the current class focus.
•Feedback will be brief but should inform future
planning and the setting of tasks.
•Homework will be set through Purple Mash.
•A weekly Reading Comprehension task will be set as
homework (on Purple Mash)
•To further supplement this package, class teachers
and/or support staff should upload a reading of a
book or chapter.
•Senior Leaders and the academy attendance team
will carry out safe and well checks and will check
that children know how to access their remote
learning, providing support where needed.
•Pupils will also be directed to watch/interact with
other online resources such as BBC Bitesize and Oak
Academy where and when appropriate.
•Receipt of a Remote Learning Stationery Pack

•Teachers should upload one short input video daily
for maths and English.
•Feedback will be brief but should inform future
planning and the setting of tasks.
•To further supplement this package, class teachers
and/or support staff should upload a reading of a
book or chapter.
•Weekly phonecalls will be made by the class
teacher/TA to check on well-being and discuss any
remote learning concerns.
•Vulnerable families or those pupils who are not
accessing the online tasks on Purple Mash will
receive more frequent contact
• Teachers should plan tasks that match the
curriculum that would have been taught in school.
This should match the needs of the class and the
frequency of engagement.
•Pupils may be directed to watch/interact with other
online resources, such as BBC Bitesize and Oak
Academy, where and when appropriate.
•Receipt of a Remote Learning Stationery Pack
•Leaders will plan a monitoring process to evaluate
impact, teacher workload and pupil engagement,
this will inform future planning and decision making.
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How will this strategy be monitored?
This strategy will be monitored by the senior leadership team of each academy on a half termly basis. The purpose of monitoring is to:






check progress against the implementation of this strategy
evaluate the quality of education provided through remote learning
consider the progress made by pupils while learning online
celebrate the success of the strategy and share good practice
identify gaps in the skillset of the workforce and develop relevant CPD opportunities

Leaders will feedback areas of strength and improvement to their staffing teams at a key stage and academy level basis. Individual
feedback will not be produced in this monitoring process.
When will this strategy be reviewed?
This strategy was created in September 2020 and will be reviewed in mid-November 2020. It will then be reviewed on a termly basis
for the remainder of this academic year. Thereafter this will be on an annual basis.
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